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Tell Me Where It Hurts
Halestorm

Halestorm
Tell Me Where It Hurts

This one is pretty straightforward. During the Solo, rhythm guitar plays the
Intro part. 
Also I m not too sure about the G in the Pre-Chorus, but I think it works.
Enjoy

Half Step Down

[Intro]
B Eb Db Eb F# Db B

Eb
Hey did ya know you re makin  nice with a murderer
Eb                                                      F# Db
Hey did ya know you re swappin  lives with a dirty girl
Eb
In order for me to play your nurse,
Eb                                         F# Db
You gonna have to tell me where it hurt

Eb
Hey you know you re lockin  lips with a libertine
Eb                                                        F# Db
Hey did you know you re knockin  hips with a killer queen
Eb
Another victim of my method of seduction
Eb                                          F# Db
I made you look but you never saw me comin 

B
Come on and give it to me
Bb
Take you to give it to me
G
Give it your best shot
G#
My love is black and blue
B
Come on and give it to me
Bb
Take you to give it to me
G#
Give it your best shot



Db
Give it your best shot

F#       Db       B
Tell me where it hurts

(Tell me when you hurt)
F#  B     Db
Cry baby, cry

Cry baby for me
F#       Db       B
Tell me where it hurts

(Tell me when you hurt)
F#  B     Db
Cry baby, cry

Cry baby for me

[Intro]

Hey did you know I m the spider and your the fly
Hey did you know you got your eyes on a suicide prize
With a flick of my wrist I ll twist your worlds around
think you re the ace but whose got the upper hand now

Come on and give it to me
Take you to give it to me
Give it your best shot
My love is black and blue
Come on and give it to me
Take you to give it to me
Give it your best shot
Give it your best shot

Tell me where it hurts
(Tell me when you hurt)
Cry baby, cry
Cry baby for me
Tell me where it hurts
(Tell me when you hurt)
Cry baby, cry
Cry baby for me

[Solo]

Come on and give it to me
Take you to give it to me
Give it your best shot
My love is black and blue
Come on and give it to me



Take you to give it to me
Give it your best shot
Give it your best shot

Tell me where it hurts
(Tell me when you hurt)
Cry baby, cry
Cry baby for me
Tell me where it hurts
(Tell me when you hurt)
Cry baby, cry
Cry baby for me, yeah

Cry baby for me


